
Development Activities Meeting Report (Version: 06/24/2020) 

This report created by the Neighborhood Planner and included with staff reports to City Boards and/or Commissions. 

Logistics Stakeholders 

Project Name/Address: Lower Hill Block E & PLDP Groups Represented (e.g., specific organizations, 
residents, employees, etc. where this is evident): 
Schenley Heights Collaborative, Hill District Consensus 
Group, Hill District Development Corporation, Hill District 
Collaborative, Uptown Partners, Mayor’s Office, Omicello 
Development, Buccini Pollin Group, Pittsburgh Penguins, 
Urban Redevelopment Authority, Councilperson Lavelle’s 
Office, City Planning 
 

Parcel Number(s): 0002-B-00402-0000-00 

0002-B-00406-0000-00 

0002-C-00201-0000-00 

0002-C-00298-0000-00 

0002-C-00299-0000-00 

0002-C-00300-0000-00 

0002-C-00301-0000-00 

0002-C-00303-0000-00 

0002-C-00305-0000-00 

0002-C-00400-0000-00 

0002-C-00403-0000-00 

0002-C-00404-0000-00 

0002-C-00405-0000-00 

0002-C-00406-0000-00 

0002-C-00407-0000-00 

0002-C-00408-0000-00 

0002-C-00409-0000-00 

0002-C-00410-0000-00 

0002-C-00450-0001-00 

0002-C-00450-0002-00 

0002-C-00450-0003-00 

0002-C-00450-0004-00 

ZDR Application Number: DCP-MPZC-2022-01041 (PLDP) 

& DCP-ZDR-2022-06099 (Block E)  

Meeting Location: Zoom 

Date: 10/17/2022 

Meeting Start Time: ~ 7:45pm 

Applicant: Peter Stubb (PLDP) & Rebecca Lowe (Block E) Approx. Number of Attendees: approx. 120 

 

How did the meeting inform the community about the development project? 

Ex: Community engagement to-date, location and history of the site, demolition needs, building footprint and overall 

square footage, uses and activities (particularly on the ground floor), transportation needs and parking proposed, 

building materials, design, and other aesthetic elements of the project, community uses, amenities and programs. 



An extensive presentation which outlines resident engagement, inclusive of Registered Community Organizations; 
community /site history; executive committee members, inclusive of resident percentages; an overview of the Live 
Nation Venue and the parking garage was provided.   
 
Overview:  
4,500 Person   Music Venue 
9,00 Space garage  
.45 Acre Open Space  
30% MBE Contracting  
10,000 RSF with Ground Floor Commercial and Local Business Incubator 
 
Formal Requests: Updating the SP-11 Lower Hill Planned Development District Preliminary Land Development Plan 
(PLDP); and Construction of new parking garage with small commercial space approximately 2,500 SF and Rescue 2 
Station of approximately 5,200 SF. 
 
The developer held a community meeting with the Hill District Consensus Group and Hill District Collaborative RCOs 
and completed their Development Review process.   
 
The developer completed the Development Review panel process for the PLDP, but not for Block E. 

Input and Responses 

Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

I support Bethel AME Church to receive $2.00 per car from 
parking fees for reparations and for funding their 
predevelopment project to build a development on their 
historic land that Penguins and Sports Authority have 
agreed to return to them. (This comment was echoed in 
the Q&A tool at least seven times) 
 

 

There are amenities that residents are unable to be used, 
such as community rooms in proximity.  Why can't the 
sports and exhibition authority give the allotment or 
surcharge for use by the community.  

We are open and transparent for anyone who wants to get 
involved.  You can also stay involved by visiting the 
www.lowerhilldvelopment.com 
 
CDC: The SEA has already made their deal; the private 
developers would have to make that investment/deal. 
They are the appropriate party to receive that request.  
 
The parking strategy is one of the strategies, the LERTA 
was established as the fund for community.  The parking 
surcharge is quite new, and we need to have develop an 
appropriate response.  
 

The LERTA was not established as the sole revenue stream 
through the CCIP.  Do you believe this would be deter 
parking with the additional cost?  

We are currently attempting to evaluate the associated 
implications.  We do not want to create a competitive 
disadvantage on public parking, it is already challenging 
enough to finance privately public parking garages. This 
conversation was just initiated in the media last week and 
we need to evaluate.     

http://www.lowerhilldvelopment.com/


Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

 We had a comprehensive agreement in 2019 with the city 
to build a parking garage along with the office tower 
currently under construction. As part of that we a building 
a rescue center and incubator space.  In addition to four 
million of LERTA and eight million of parking taxes going to 
the community.  the goal line continues to get moved.  
We’ve attracted a quarter of a billion dollars to the 
Historic Hill District.  We are trying to spend another one-
hundred million dollars, which creates important jobs for 
families in the Hill District and the black community and an 
incubator.  We have already sent 7.1 million dollars to the 
Historic Hill District which has yet to be utilized, except a 
Hill District RCO.   This is a global pandemic; parking 
garages are underutilized.  Anything we do needs to be 
economically feasible.   

We would love to see where Mother Bethel (the original 
Bethel AME Church) was located in your development/ 
presentation. We request that we receive reparation 
dollars from the building of the parking garage, it is our 
ask, not a demand.  You are coming into the community it 
is not just jazz it is melting pot of residences and now we 
are not building the same kind of housing that was there 
for hundreds of years and it is frustrating.  We need low to 
moderate income housing that is accessible to the people, 
downtown/ in this location. Speak to the people.  who is 
monitoring what you are reporting?  We need a separate 
group to monitor this outside of the city and the 
developer.  There are elder members of the cognations 
that were displaced.  You mentioned the eight churches, 
but do not mention the Historic Bethel and the lineage and 
displacement.  We are asking for reparations and 
relationships.  I do not want Bethel stories mixes in.  Put 
the budget up, to see where the budget is going.  Everyone 
has a right to make a request. The neighborhood has not 
been redeveloped because the community does not want 
it redeveloped.  The neighborhood needs a redress and 
meet the needs of community members.  Stop victimizing 
community members.   

I will gladly sit with you and anyone else to walk with you.  
It is representative community group and report is sent 
our monthly and lead by councilman Lavelle.  You and I 
can walk through offline as well.  

Can you show where Bethel was located?  It was not even 
mentioned.  I will gladly meet with anyone.  We struggle 
and we helped slavery end.   

Thank you for your passion.   

Can a community garden be added to the lower hill 
development? 
 

Can be included in the open space plan. 

In Frankie Mae Pace Park there is a sign that was that 
made during the March for Low Income Housing in the 
Lower Hill. Will you live up to it and build low-income 
housing? 
 

They are committed to developing and supporting low-
income housing in the Hill. 



Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

Are they going to put low-income Housing in the Lower 

Hill?  

Although tonight’s conversation is about the garage and 
the live nation venue, our commitment to housing still 
stands.  We are not going backward but forward. 

So, you are committed to low-income housing on the 
Lower Hill?  

Yes. Absolutely. 

There is no housing contract that I am aware of with 
Buccini/Polin Goup and PAR, to the executive committee.  
Has that changed and why is the  

That has not changed.  Speaking as a community member 
and developer, we are committed.  

Everything around us is still the same.  You get a plot of 
land that is ours and you get a plot of land and we have 
been raped by politicians and developers.  We need 
developers like you to build something, so we are self-
sufficient.  We do not get anything in writing; look at 
Robinson court, for example.  

That is happening.  An example is the old Elmore built by 
KBK by someone from the Hill District. Schenley Heights 
Collaborative in collaboration with PHDC and 
Neighborhood Allies; as well as in the Middle Hill on 
Centre Avenue with New Granada Apartments and the Hill 
CDC.  

How do we know that this is not going to happen all 
around us, and it is not in writing?  

You being here tonight is a good start.   

What if they change the AMI so much that you cannot 
afford to stay?  

The developer explained Area Median Income.  

I am representing the RCO the Hill District Consensus 

Group, to house and bring people back to the Hill District, 

inclusive of Seniors.  Diverted tax dollars is not a developer 

contribution.  I do not believe it is anything wrong with 

asking developers to assist with community requests.  I 

think community groups should speak with community 

groups should speak with one voice.   The committee's 

provided does not give voice to the community, it is a fatal 

flaw; an elected official should not be chair.  there should 

be more community members at the table to provide 

more solutions, which is critically important. There needs 

to be transparency .  

I agree.  The Elected management Committee is has only 
one elected official. The councilman. The mayor also 
appoints a member.  

The LERTA committee was those that stood up during the 
casino funding.  

 

There are new people. It is about ten years later. I was one of the members of the community that fought 
for the three million dollars over ten years ago.  I also 
fought for one million dollars for the Hill CDC to grow the 
organization and fight for the community.  the Hill Growth 
Fund is now the LERTA Committee. We need to have a 
meeting regarding transparency around funding, 
allocations and timelines.  There is stagnant development 
and monies at the POISE Foundation.  There are issues 
with transparency and democracy around the 



Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

Development Review Panel (DRP) and individual demands 
as community requests.   

You did not seem to have a definitive answer to the low to 
moderate income question. 

This presentation is specifically about Block E.  we are not 
there yet.  We are not going through the numbers yet.  I 
do not want anyone to be confused.  When we have that 
information, we will provide.  My word is bond, when we 
get to that site, we will discuss that.  Give us some time to 
discuss that.   
 
This began with the FNB tower, the residential tower 
comes after; we are in a pandemic.  

I live in the Hill District; the parking garage is only 900 
spaces; there are more than 900 people that park for the 
Penguins games.  Can you charge them fifty dollars a space 
and invest that money to improve the quality of life for the 
people that live here?   

 

Can you provide us with a hard copy of the visuals 
provided today? Please call me so I can tell you who I 
really am.   

I will.  

We have heard a lot of discussion about LERTA and 
availability of those funds. We have heard a lot of reasons 
why people need the funds.  We hear a lot of frustration 
about not getting access.  Some of which is directed 
appropriately and some of which is not.  I think there 
needs to be a community discussion about how those 
funds get released to the community, who has gotten 
money, what the process is for the release if those funds.  
the CCIP states it is supposed to be available six months 
after the funds have been made available.  We are a year 
beyond that. We need to have a conversation so we can 
hold the correct parties accountable.  Minimum wage 
residents would not be able to afford housing 
development.  Also, Block D is no longer in development.  
We need answers.  There is no transparency and more 
things in writing.  

 

The May 6th, 2021 City planning commission meeting you 
were supposed to create a dashboard to show the 
community your progress.  You are not in compliance.  
Where is it? The EMC and the CCIP does not have minutes, 
where are they?  I am not aware of it. The CCIP was signed 
in 2014, it has five signatures; one is your representative.  
Someone said the Hill CDC receive $300,000.  Community 
residents need the money.  The $1 per car surcharge is 
important.   We need that money to rebuild the Hill.  
Where is the $1 million contribution for the Ammon 
rehab? Is there an update on the funding promises?  

The Dashboard is part of the Final Land Development Plan 
(FLDP) for Block E and submitted to the CCIP Executive 
Mangement Committee (EMC) in July, we still need to put 
it in writing, an update on all those commitments. It is a 
critical element of bringing this Block E to Planning 
Commission.  It would be very straightforward and easy 
for us to get it for you, and we are committed to making 
sure you get it quickly.  



Questions and Comments from Attendees Responses from Applicants 

Will the amenities in the development be accessible to the 
community? 

 

What is the $2 per ticket/$2 surcharge? Parking surcharge was just one of the strategies as a 
potential tool to generate funds for the LERTA.  The 
development team is evaluating the ticket surcharge as a 
new option and trying to figure out how to respond to it. 

There was no mention of sustainability in your 
presentation, and you are next to the Energy innovation 
center.  Is the development team open to working with Hill 
District organizations to address sustainability in the 
project, specifically acting on the Inflation Reduction Act? 

We have been working with Duquesne Light Company 

Can the developers commit to having additional 
discussions about the Ammon Center rehab and the 
additional surcharge? 

Yes, more conversations can be had. 

Unanswered questioned in the Q&A Tool:   

How does the New Grenada development fit into parking 
revenue? 
 

 

1.  Will the Developer attach the CCIP as a part of the 
Final Land Development Plan (FLDP) when presented to 
the City Planning.  Commission for approval?  
2.  Will the Developer have permanent Affordable 
Housing Units with no limit on the number of years.   The 
limitation of years is just long term or future 
gentrification. 
 

 

Will the housing be affordable for 50% and below AMI? 
(x2)  
 

 
 

Will there be transit accommodations for the seniors in 
the neighborhood? 

 

 

Other Notes 

 

Planner completing report: Sharonda Whatley, Assistant Director and Ose Akinlotan Planning Manager 


